Chromosomal, in silico and in vitro expression analysis of cardiovascular-based genes encoding zinc finger proteins.
Three hundred and sixty expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from human heart cDNA libraries corresponding to one hundred and twenty six unique zinc finger proteins (ZFPs) were annotated and classified into seven types of ZFPs as reported previously. Among these 126 cvbZFPs (cardiovascular-based ZFPs), the C(2)H(2)-type and the C(2)C(2)-type are the two major ZFP types which account for more than 80% of ZFP genes present in the cardiovascular system. The expression patterns of 11 randomly selected ZFP genes (at least one for each type) in normal fetal, adult and hypertrophic adult hearts, respectively, were determined using reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis. The results suggest that ZFPs may be involved in the processes of either developmental control (downregulated or upregulated expression) or basic cellular functional regulation (constant expression). Interestingly, PAF-1 (peroxisome assembly factor-1), a C(3)HC(4)-type ZFP (RING domain-containing ZFP) showing a downregulated expression pattern in normal tissues was found to be upregulated in hypertrophic adult heart, suggesting a possible role for this fetal gene in the pathogenesis of cardiac hypertrophy. In silico Northern analysis of 15 tissues showed that over 90% of cvbZFPs demonstrate widespread tissue distribution, suggesting the vast majority of ZFPs are functionally shared among tissues. The potential importance of transcriptional repressors in cardiovascular development and disease, such as HFHZ, was supported by the observation that one-third (39 of 126) of cvbZFPs possess this function. Of these, 26 are C(2)H(2)-type and the remaining 13 included 8 C(2)C(2)-type, 1 C(3)HC(4)-type, 1 C(2)HC(4)C(HD)-type, 2 C(3)H-type and 1 combination type. Of particular interest was the observation that ZFPs which contain a KRAB domain are the major subtype present (51. 3% of the total repressors in cvbZFPs). Chromosomal distribution analysis showed that mapping loci of cvbZFP genes are concentrated on chromosomes 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 19 and X. In particular, chromosome 19 appears to be enriched in ZFP genes with C(2)H(2)-type as the predominant type present. Overall, this report provides a fundamental initial step toward understanding the potential role of ZFPs in regulating cadiac development and disease.